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AN OVERVIEW OF THE ISSUES

Electronic communications envelop us.1 From 
mobile phones and smart watches to email, texts, 
instant messages, social media, and video confer-
encing, we’re spending more hours engaging in 
remote communications through electronic inter-
faces than meeting in person or consulting over the 
phone. In the “old” days, a lawyer would dictate a 
memo to a stenographer or onto a Dictaphone. 
Now, we simply dictate directly into a voice memo, 
text, or email, which automatically transcribes what 
we say with unusual accuracy. When we travel to 
foreign countries, we often rely on electronic com-
munication devices to translate text and speech.

We have become so dependent on our smartphones 
that, if we inadvertently misplace them, we not only 
feel adrift, but we also often have no way of call-
ing many of our loved ones, because our electronic 
devices have replaced the need to memorize phone 
numbers.

Electronic communications are wonderful, but they 
can also raise unexpected ethical issues. This article 
explores just a few of these issues through the law 
professor’s favorite tool—the hypothetical.

“REPLY ALL” REGRETS

The Hypothetical
Overworked young lawyer Justin is rushing to meet 
a deadline. Ground lease and construction docu-
ments and deal points are being circulated by email 
among the landlord, the developer-tenant, and the 
lender. 

As the lender’s representative, Justin receives an 
email from the developer’s lawyer concerning a 
major deal point. Everyone is copied on the email, 
including the developer herself. 

The landlord’s attorney responds to the developer’s 
lawyer by copying2 everyone with her comments. 
Justin then responds by copying everyone with 
his comments. Justin’s email, like the landlord’s 
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attorney’s email, has included the developer herself 
because the developer was part of the original email 
group sent out by the developer’s lawyer.

Does Justin’s action raise any ethical concerns? 

Applicable Rules
The American Bar Association (ABA) Model Rule 4.2 
prevents a lawyer from directly communicating with 
an opposing party represented by counsel without 
the consent of opposing counsel. The Comments 
state that the Rule applies to “communications with 
any person represented by counsel concerning the 
matter to which the communication relates.” The 
Comments do not suggest that it makes any differ-
ence whether the communications occur in person, 
by phone, or via electronic media.

While the Comments state that a lawyer may “seek 
a court order” if counsel is uncertain whether such 
communication is permitted, this is of no assistance 
to transactional lawyers in the midst of negotiating 
and closing deals.

Where is one to look for guidance in connection 
with this hypothetical? Is the fact that the send-
ing lawyer copied the client sufficient to constitute 
actual or implied consent for the recipient lawyers 
on the other side of the table to “reply all,” includ-
ing to the sending lawyer’s client? The reported bar 
opinions on this subject break down into one of 
three approaches:3 

• A lawyer who copies a client on a group email is
not giving consent for the opponent’s lawyer to
“reply all” to the group that includes the sending
lawyer’s client;

• A lawyer who copies a client on a group email
is giving consent for the opponent’s lawyer to
“reply all” to the group that includes the sending
lawyer’s client; and

• A lawyer who copies a client on a group email
may or may not be giving consent for the oppo-
nent’s lawyer to “reply all” to the group that
includes the sending lawyer’s client—it simply
depends on the circumstances.

The “Never Reply All” Analysis
Ethics opinions from New York City, Illinois,  
Kentucky, North Carolina, and South Carolina 
reject implied consent and hold that a lawyer  
cannot “reply all” merely because the sending 
lawyer includes her client on the group email.

The New York City Bar discerns no difference 
between emails and letters, holding that “sending 
simultaneous correspondence to a represented per-
son and her lawyer without prior consent violates 
the no-contact rule unless otherwise authorized by 
law.”4 The opinion, based on the then-extant New 
York DR 7-104(A)(1) no-contact rule, notes that the 
purpose of the rule “is to prevent situations in which 
a represented party may be taken advantage of by 
adverse counsel.”5 The opinion observes that such 
a “risk is magnified with email communications” 
where a client could respond before her lawyer does; 
it does not consider whether the sending lawyer has 
an obligation to properly instruct the client about 
not responding.6

The South Carolina Bar opinion expressly states 
that a receiving lawyer may never “reply all” with-
out the express consent of the sending lawyer, and 
the “mere fact that a lawyer copies his own client on 
an email does not, without more, constitute implied 
consent to a ‘reply to all’ responsive email.”7 Like the 
New York City Bar, the South Carolina Bar finds no 
reason to differentiate between mailed communica-
tions and emailed communications.

The Kentucky Bar opinion holds there was no 
implied consent merely because a lawyer copied a 
client on an email to opposing counsel.8 The opin-
ion recommends either forwarding the email to the 
client or blind copying the client; however, the opin-
ion does not consider the possibility (raised in the 
Virginia Bar’s opinion, discussed below) that a blind 
copied client may then “reply all.” 

Similarly, the North Carolina Bar recognizes that 
while consent may sometimes be implied, merely 
copying a client on an email does not constitute 
implied consent.9 Like Kentucky, North Carolina 
recommends either forwarding the email trail to 
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the client or blind copying the client but does not 
address the potential risks.

The Illinois opinion holds that, while it “does not  
contravene a rule of professional conduct for a 
lawyer to cc the client when corresponding with 
another lawyer by e-mail,” nonetheless, if “the mere 
copying of one’s own client on an e-mail were con-
sidered to be an invitation to opposing counsel 
to do the same, the purposes of Rule 4.2 could be 
thwarted.” 10 The Illinois opinion, referring to the 
2009 New York City Bar analysis, notes the possibil-
ity of a client reading and responding to an email 
before her counsel does, undermining the role of 
“the represented person’s lawyer as spokesperson, 
intermediary, and buffer.” Neither the New York nor 
Illinois opinion consider whether the represented 
person’s lawyer has an obligation to instruct her cli-
ent not to respond to such emails. 

While the Illinois opinion, on the one hand, states 
that Rule 4.2 seems to prohibit an implicit consent 
when the client is copied on an email, the opinion 
also recognizes that, under certain, limited condi-
tions, consent can be implied. The opinion suggests, 
however, that the best course of action is either: 
(i) for the sending lawyer to forward the email trail 
to the client; or (ii) for a receiving lawyer to ask the 
sending lawyer for permission to “reply all.”11 The 
opinion does not discuss why the duty rests on the 
receiving lawyer and not on the sending lawyer who 
copied her client. 

The “It’s Okay to Reply All” Analysis
In contrast to the “never reply all” rule discussed 
above, New Jersey and Virginia take the opposite 
approach, finding implied consent when the send-
ing lawyer copies his client.

The New Jersey ethics opinion places the burden 
of consent on the lawyer who includes a client in a 
group email.12 If counsel does not want other coun-
sel corresponding with her client in a group email, 
the sending lawyer should not copy her client. The 
opinion states that replying to a group email “should 
not be an ethics trap for the unwary or a ‘gotcha’ 
moment for opposing counsel.”13 The New Jersey 

opinion, unlike the New York City Bar and South Car-
olina Bar opinions discussed above, differentiates 
between group emails and written, mailed letters 
that could not be sent to a client without consent. 
Because email is “informal” and “conversational,” 
the opinion likened it to conference calls. “When 
lawyers copy their own clients on group emails to 
opposing counsel, all persons are aware that the 
communication is between the lawyers.”14 The 
sending of the group email, the opinion continues, 
constitutes implicit consent for opposing counsel to 
respond to the entire group—just as if a developer’s 
lawyer instituted a conference call and included the 
client on the call. 

In 2022, the Virginia Supreme Court approved an 
opinion rendered by the Virginia State Bar Legal Eth-
ics Committee holding that a lawyer who copies a 
client on an email “has given implied consent to a 
reply-all response by opposing counsel.” 15 The opin-
ion also advises against sending a blind copy to a cli-
ent because “a blind copied client may still be able 
to reply all to everyone who was in the ‘to’ field of 
the original email.”16 Thus, the opinion recommends 
blind copying all recipients “to avoid the risk of a 
reply all response.”

The “It Depends” Analysis
Washington and Alaska reject a one-size-fits-all 
approach and instead have held that whether a 
“reply all” email violates Rule 4.2 is dependent on 
the facts and circumstances. 

The Washington State Bar held that factors to con-
sider in determining whether consent was implied 
include “how the communication was initiated and 
by whom; the prior course of conduct between 
the lawyers involved; the nature of the matter and 
whether it is transactional or adversarial; the formal-
ity of the communications; and the extent to which 
a communication … might interfere with the client-
lawyer relationship.”17

Alaska counsels that a “lawyer who copies a client on 
e-mail communications with opposing counsel risks 
waiver of attorney/client confidences [and] a lawyer 
who responds to an e-mail where opposing counsel 
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has ‘cc’d’ the opposing counsel’s client has a duty to 

inquire whether the client should be included in a 

reply” (emphasis added).18 Alaska’s opinion warns 

that there may be “instances where disclosure of an 

e-mail address may, in itself, violate a court order 

or other confidentiality requirement (i.e., if there 

is a protective order or if the fact that the person 

is represented is confidential).”19 Yet, Alaska’s opin-

ion states that the “rules only apply to the subject 

of the representation or other client confidences or 

secrets” and that “it is likely not problematic to ‘cc’ 

a client on electronic communications regarding 

scheduling or other purely administrative matters.”20

The ABA Opinion on the “Reply All” Situation

In November 2022, the ABA released Formal Opin-

ion 503, “Reply All in Electronic Communications.”21 

It concludes that copying a client on emails and 

texts constitutes implied consent to a “reply all” 

response, but it also warns that the presumption of 

implied consent is not absolute.22 For example, the 

opinion excludes from the implied consent rule “a 

traditional letter, printed on paper and mailed.”23 

It also excludes emails where the sending lawyer 

has informed others in a “prominent” manner and 

in advance that there is no consent to a “reply all” 

response. The opinion does not, however, explain 

why the sending lawyer can do so but still copy the 

client and put the burden on the responding law-

yers. For example, what if there is a lease that was 

negotiated in 2023 and there are ongoing issues 

over the years. Would one “don’t reply all to my 

client” warning in 2023 be sufficient for a series of 

emails sent in 2026?

ABA Formal Opinions, while recognized by many 

courts and disciplinary counsel as persuasive author-

ity, have no force of law and cannot supersede state 

bar opinions to the contrary.

WHERE ARE YOU SITTING WHEN 
YOU “REPLY ALL”?

The Hypothetical
The facts are similar to the first hypothetical. Drafts 
of the ground lease, construction documents, and 
deal points are circulated by email among the land-
lord, the developer-tenant, and the lender. 

Representing the landlord, overeager lawyer Can-
dace sees Justin’s response to her prior email. 
She disagrees with Justin, wants to stick with the 
changes she suggests, including clauses to deal with 
concerns about the developer’s potential plans, and 
copies everyone on the email trail, including the 
developer herself. 

Candace is not working in the office in State A, 
where she’s licensed to practice.

Candace is at her vacation home in State B, where 
she is not licensed to practice. She’s been living 
there since the Covid-19 pandemic because her law 
firm allows remote practice.

Does Candace’s action raise any ethical concerns? 
Does it matter that: (i) Candace was retained in 
State B by the landlord who operates only in State B; 
(ii) Candace met the landlord while living in State B; 
or (iii) before moving to State B, neither Candace nor 
her firm had ever represented the landlord?

Applicable Rules
ABA Model Rule 5.524 contains an absolute prohibi-
tion on the practice of law in a jurisdiction where a 
lawyer is not licensed, except for two narrow excep-
tions for transactional lawyers: (i) a “temporary 
practice” taken in “association with a lawyer who 
is admitted to practice in this jurisdiction and who 
actively participates in the matter;” or (ii) or matters 
that “arise out of or are reasonably related to the 
lawyer’s practice in a jurisdiction in which the law-
yer is admitted to practice.”25

Candace’s first problem is that, unless State B has 
a rule or opinion allowing for remote practice, she 
may be committing the unauthorized practice of 
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law in State B. At least 17 states have remote practice 
rules,26 and ABA Opinion 495 approves of remote 
practice, as long as the lawyer is essentially working 
virtually in the home office in State A and not doing 
any “local” work in State B. 27 

But this hypothetical does not fit comfortably within 
the scope of Opinion 495, because: (i) Candace was 
retained by the landlord in State B, where she is not 
licensed to practice; (ii) neither Candace nor her firm 
previously represented the landlord, which means 
neither are protected by Rule 5.5(c)’s exception of 
work arising out of or reasonably related to the law-
yers’ practice in State A. 

The Comments to Rule 5.5 seem to indicate that 
this exception relates to (i) a previous relationship; 
(ii) work that is legally related to the state of licen-
sure; or (iii) a particular body of nationally uniform 
law. Leasing does not appear to fit the criteria of a 
nationally uniform body of law.

Even if Candace overcomes the hurdle of unauthor-
ized practice, she faces an additional concern—
namely, determining the ethical rules of State A, 
where she’s licensed, and State B, where she’s sit-
ting when she responds to the email and where the 
developer is located. It has been clear since Birbrower, 
Montalbano, Condon & Frank, P.C. v. Superior Ct., that 
“one may practice law in the state ... although not 
physically present” in the state.28 Moreover, a law-
yer may be subject to discipline under both (i) ABA 
Model Rule 8.3 (if the lawyer violates a state’s rules 
of professional conduct); and (ii) ABA Model Rule 8.4 
(even if the lawyer is not physically present in the 
jurisdiction).29 

Candace may face the unenviable task of figur-
ing out what to do after hitting “reply all” if State A 
prohibits that action and State B either allows it by 
assuming implied consent or has a “totality of the 
circumstances” approach.30

On the other hand, in this interconnected world, 
where emails have no physical location, one might 
question why the lawyer receiving the group email 
is tasked with protecting the sender’s client when 
the sender’s attorney did not do so.

NEED A HAND AND LEND A HAND

The Hypothetical
Two lawyers, Della and Felix, eagerly read emails 
from Ground Up, a listserv where real estate lawyers 
and law professors post analyses of the latest real 
estate cases, while lawyers and others (including 
realtors and brokers) pose questions to which list-
serv users respond with answers and advice.

Della’s client is preparing to lease a warehouse to 
conduct a state-legalized marijuana growing opera-
tion. Della posts specific questions about the pro-
posed lease. Felix, who always responds quickly to 
listserv questions he knows anything about, has a 
client who leases property to a state-legalized mari-
juana growing business and has dealt with these 
issues before. Felix posts a detailed response on the 
listserv, including a “war story” illustrating issues of 
which Della should be aware.

Should Della or Felix be concerned about any ethi-
cal issues?

This hypothetical raises five issues: competent rep-
resentation, confidentiality, conflicts of interest, 
the unauthorized practice of law, and reporting of 
misconduct.

Competent Representation
ABA Model Rule 1.1 mandates that a “lawyer shall 
provide competent representation to a client.” The 
Comments to Rule 1.1 recognize that one of the 
ways a lawyer acts competently is by consulting 
with attorneys “of established competence in the 
field in question.” The Comments also note that a 
“lawyer need not necessarily have special training or 
prior experience to handle legal problems of a type 
with which the lawyer is unfamiliar.” 

While the Comments to ABA Model Rule 1.1 encour-
age lawyers to “consult with” experienced lawyers 
and caution lawyers who retain or contract with 
other lawyers to assist or provide advice, the Com-
ments do not contemplate informal lawyer-to-law-
yer advice. Commentators have noted, however, 
that legal listservs “provide a powerful means of 
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educating and socializing lawyers and can serve 
as an important resource when lawyers engage in 
decisionmaking,”31 and should be encouraged.32 On 
the other hand, Oregon disciplined a lawyer who 
disclosed client information on the Bar’s worker’s 
compensation listserv.33 

In the days before the use of listservs became ubiqui-
tous, the ABA issued an opinion on lawyer-to-lawyer 
consultation.34 The opinion does not use the words 
“listserv” or “Internet,” but broadly aims at any “law-
yer to lawyer consultation.” It concludes that:

• “Hypothetical or anonymous consultations are 
favored where possible.” (Of course, most list-
servs contain the names of the participating 
parties, although, whether these parties are law-
yers is often not revealed.)

• No lawyer-client relationship arises as a result of 
the consultation.

• “Seeking advice from knowledgeable colleagues 
is an important, informal component of a law-
yer’s ongoing professional development.”

• “Testing ideas about complex or vexing cases 
can be beneficial to a lawyer’s client.”

• Although the lawyer posing the question must 
be careful to preserve client confidentiality, the 
ABA interpreted Model Rule 1.6, “as illuminated 
by Comment [7], to allow disclosure of client 
information to lawyers outside the firm when 
the consulting lawyer reasonably believes the 
disclosure will further the representation by 
obtaining the consulted lawyer’s experience or 
expertise for the benefit of the consulting law-
yer’s client.”

• The consulting lawyer should avoid asking ques-
tions of a lawyer who does or is likely to rep-
resent an adverse party and should “consider 
requesting an agreement from the consulted 
lawyer to maintain the confidentiality of the 
information disclosed.”

• The consulted lawyer “should reasonably assure 
that the advice given is not adverse to an exist-
ing client.”35

State Bar Opinions
A number of state bars have issued ethics opinions 
addressing listservs. Many of these opinions note 
the utility of listservs while also warning of potential 
problems. Some recommend either not participat-
ing in a listserv or obtaining prior client consent to 
do so. All of these opinions address, in one way or 
another, the issues of competency, confidentiality, 
and conflicts of interest.

The Maryland Bar recognizes that “peer-to-peer 
listservs represent a powerful tool for lawyers,” are 
“extremely efficient,” and are “of particular benefit 
to solo practitioners.”36 It cautions, however, against 
disclosure of confidential information and that “a 
description of specific facts or hypotheticals that are 
easily attributable to the client likely violates Rule 
1.6 in most contexts.”37

The Oregon State Bar concluded that a lawyer may 
post a question on a listserv and “disclose informa-
tion relating to the representation” of the client.38 
It also states that a responding lawyer may reply 
without first checking for conflicts, recognizing that 
consultations “among lawyers, whether during the 
course of a mentorship program, on LISTSERVs [sic] 
... are an important part of a lawyer’s professional 
development and a critical component in represent-
ing clients” and may be one way lawyers fulfill their 
ethical duty to provide competent representation.39 

The Illinois State Bar does not prohibit the use of 
listservs and notes that lawyers “may consult with 
other lawyers in an online discussion group,” but 
cautions that client confidentiality, attorney-client 
privileges, and conflicts of interest must be consid-
ered and that, in any event, “an online discussion 
group is not a substitute for the consulting lawyer’s 
legal research.”40

Texas allows lawyers to use listservs without the cli-
ent’s express consent, but only if there is a “limited 
amount of unprivileged confidential information” 
given and “it is not reasonably foreseeable that rev-
elation will prejudice the client.”41 The Texas Bar’s 
opinion does not consider the issue of confidential 
information that is not privileged.
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On the other hand, the Los Angeles County Bar’s 
ethical opinion warns that since “attorneys must 
always remain mindful of their duties to protect con-
fidential client information, and one never knows 
who might read or react to e-mail posted to a list-
serv, attorneys should avoid including information 
in listserv postings identifiable to particular cases or 
controversies.”42

The New Hampshire Bar shares those concerns, 
warning that “the use of a Listserv to communicate 
with other lawyers on a client-related matter is par-
ticularly fraught with risks, due to the public nature 
of the conversation … Even if a Listserv is restricted 
to a private organization or group, lawyers should 
treat it as being potentially available to the public.”43 
It recommends that lawyers should obtain client 
consent prior to posting on a listserv.

ABA Model Rule 1.6 mandates that a lawyer “shall 
not reveal information relating to the representation 
of a client” unless: (i) the client has given informed 
consent; (ii) disclosure is required by a court order; 
(iii) to detect and resolve conflicts when lawyers 
change employment; or (iv) to prevent reasonably 
certain death, substantial bodily harm, or the com-
mission of a crime or fraud “in furtherance of which 
the client has used or is using the lawyer’s services.”44

Confidentiality
ABA Model Rule 1.6 mandates that a lawyer “shall 
not reveal information relating to the representa-
tion of a client” unless: the client has given informed 
consent; disclosure is required by a court order; to 
detect and resolve conflicts when lawyers change 
employment; or to prevent reasonably certain 
death, substantial bodily harm, or the commission 
of a crime or fraud “in furtherance of which the cli-
ent has used or is using the lawyer’s services.”

The confidentiality that Rule 1.6 encompasses is 
broader than the attorney-client privilege. It protects 
“not only “matters communicated in confidence by 
the client, but also ... all information relating to the 
representation, whatever its source.”45 As one law 
review article noted, even “accidental disclosure of 

confidential information can nonetheless be viewed 
as a breach of the lawyer’s ethical obligation.”46

Rule 1.6(c) specifically requires that lawyers “make 
reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or 
unauthorized disclosure of” confidential informa-
tion, and ABA Formal Opinion 480 cautions lawyers 
who blog “or engage in other public commentary” 
not to reveal confidential information.47 

Confidential information not only includes what the 
client tells the lawyer, but also details about the cli-
ent’s identity. The ABA’s Opinion states that a lawyer 
may be prevented from revealing even information 
“contained in a public document or record … with-
out regard to the fact that others may be aware of or 
have access to such knowledge.”48 Thus, a violation 
of Rule 1.6 can occur through the use of a hypotheti-
cal “if there is a reasonable likelihood that a third 
party may ascertain the identity or situation of the 
client from the facts set forth in the hypothetical.”49 

Even the telling of “war stories” that omit the cli-
ent’s name and privileged information can run 
afoul of the black-letter language of Rule 1.6.50 This 
is the conclusion reached by an Alaska Bar opinion, 
although the opinion backs away from the black-let-
ter rule to formulate the position that war stories are 
permissible if the lawyer “reasonably believes that 
the disclosures will not cause harm to the client.”51 
The opinion, however, does not consider that a cli-
ent may not want the facts of the representation 
revealed or a discussion of the issues involved or 
how they were resolved.

The Alaska opinion quotes with approval from Mod-
ern Legal Ethics, which argues that prohibiting war 
stories “would be senseless, would create morbid 
secretiveness among overscrupulous lawyers, and, 
by trivializing it, would detract from the soundness 
of the confidentiality principle. Instead, [Model Rule] 
1.6 should be read to prohibit those needless rev-
elations of client information that incur some risk of 
harm to the client.”52

If the black letter provisions of Rule 1.6 mandate this 
conclusion, might a better solution be to change 
the rule, rather than interpret it in a way that is at 
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odds with the text’s explicit language? Those in 
favor of a relaxed reading rely on the Model Rules’ 
“Scope” section, which states these are “rules of 
reason.”53 It may be difficult, however, to rely on a 
relaxed reading of the rules when, as the Scope sec-
tion notes, the terms “shall” and “shall not” are used 
as imperatives.54 

Model Rule 1.6 uses “shall not” in prohibiting a law-
yer from disclosing client confidences without per-
mission, except in a very narrow range of circum-
stances. One may look in vain at the black letter 
text of Model Rule 1.6 to find an exception for war 
stories.

In an analogous situation of matters involving statu-
tory interpretation, the Supreme Court has stated 
that there should not be “free ranging search” for 
the best policy, rather, the “controlling principle” 
is “the basic and unexceptional rule that courts 
must give effect to the clear meaning of statutes 
as written.”55 Thus, courts must “begin and end our 
inquiry with the text, giving each word its ‘ordinary, 
contemporary, common meaning.’”56 Is that the 
standard of interpretation to apply to the Model 
Rules, or should there be a different standard and, if 
so, what is that standard and where is it to be found?

The problem of the loss of confidentiality is height-
ened on listservs and other social media because, 
unlike war stories delivered verbally at a conference 
or over cocktails, the electronic discussions are pre-
served, perhaps forever,57 for any individual or entity 
to see. Thus, a fact that seems innocuous when writ-
ten may become important, useful, or even critical 
when viewed years later with the benefit of 20/20 
hindsight.

Conflicts of Interest
Because lawyers and non-lawyers posting on list-
servs do not mention their clients by name, there is 
no way for the responding lawyer to know whether 
an actual conflict of interest exists with the respond-
ing lawyer’s client, or whether a “positional” conflict 
may arise.58

Most authorities conclude that positional conflicts 
of interest in transactional matters do not (or should 
not) pose an ethical issue. The New York State Bar 
issued an ethics opinion finding no ethical viola-
tion when a law firm proposed assembling two 
“mutually exclusive teams” to work on two different 
amicus briefs in the same case, with each group sub-
mitting an amicus brief setting forth opposite views 
of the same issue,59 as long as they filed these briefs 
in their “individual capacities” and not on behalf of 
any organization or client. 

The ABA has issued an opinion stating that a “law-
yer who represents a corporate client is not by that 
fact alone necessarily barred from a representation 
that is adverse to a corporate affiliate of that client 
in an unrelated matter.”60 Sophisticated clients avoid 
this issue with engagement letters prohibiting such 
activities, and most law firms hesitate taking on rep-
resentations that may pose positional conflicts with-
out the clients’ consent.

Although positional conflicts may not create ethical 
issues for transactional lawyers, they can pose a dis-
tinct business risk. A client who hires a law firm for 
complex matters may not want lawyers in that firm 
expressing positions contrary to the ones the client 
takes in negotiations or litigation. Lawyers and firms 
that do so may face the financial risk of losing the 
client. 

Because listservs and social media leave a trail of the 
lawyer’s advice, attorneys should be cautious about 
posting comments that may give rise to a positional 
conflict that is not an ethical conflict but could cre-
ate a business issue for the law firm. 

Unauthorized Practice of Law
While it is beyond the scope of this paper to address 
the application of jurisdictional and conflict of laws 
rules to postings on listservs and social media,61 suf-
fice it to say, a lawyer who posts a response on a 
listserv in State A may have no idea in which state 
(or country) the recipient is located or whether the 
recipient is even a lawyer. 
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The ABA excludes from attorney-client relationships 
lawyer-to-lawyer advice, but that does not hold 
true for advice given to a non-lawyer. If the recipi-
ent is out of state and the posting lawyer is deemed 
to have provided information about legal issues or 
about taking a position on legal issues, the posting 
lawyer might be accused of the unauthorized prac-
tice of law in the state the non-lawyer recipient is 
located.

The DC Bar issued an opinion cautioning lawyers 
using any type of social media that “social media 
does not stop at state boundaries” and, thus, an 
attorney’s “social media presence may be subject to 
regulation in other jurisdictions, either because [we 
apply] another state’s rules through [our] choice-of-
law rule, or because other states assert jurisdiction 
over attorney conduct without regard to whether 
the attorney is admitted in other states.”62

Reporting Misconduct
ABA Model Rule 8.4(a) states that it is professional 
misconduct for a lawyer to “violate the Rules of Pro-
fessional Conduct,” and Model Rule 8.3(a) requires a 
lawyer to report another lawyer’s actions to the dis-
ciplinary authorities if the other lawyer “committed 
a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct that 
raises a substantial question as to that lawyer’s hon-
esty, trustworthiness, or fitness as a lawyer in other 
respects.” 

What are the obligations of a lawyer viewing a list-
serv post who believes: (i) the posting attorney 
violated a client’s confidentiality; (ii) the respond-
ing attorney disclosed client confidences in a “war 
story” response; or (iii) a responding lawyer engaged 
in the unauthorized practice of law by giving legal 
advice to a non-lawyer? If there is an obligation to 
act, which state’s disciplinary authority should the 
viewing attorney notify? The state of the posting 
attorney? The state of the responding attorney? The 
state of the viewing attorney? How does the view-
ing attorney ascertain the state in which the posting 
attorney is licensed or from which the posting attor-
ney is located when making the post? These difficult 
questions are a boon to lawyers whose practices 

consist of giving ethics advice to other attorneys, 
but they may raise a conundrum for attorneys who 
use, view, or post on listservs and social media.

HOW COULD THEY SAY THAT ABOUT ME?

The Hypothetical
Easygoing attorney Viola likes to be liked. There-
fore, she is incensed to learn that her former client, 
a disgruntled commercial tenant, has posted nasty 
things about her on Facebook and LinkedIn. Among 
the comments are:

• “Don’t trust anything Viola says. She assured me 
the lease was fine, but the landlord has screwed 
me over. I’ll never use her again!”

• “Viola’s bill for this lease was outrageous! I knew 
her rates were high, but she had a team of law-
yers who overworked my file! There ought to be 
a law against that.”

Viola starts to respond to these comments, which 
she deems defamatory. She’s concerned that they 
not only impugn her reputation, but that they also 
will hurt her business and make others reluctant to 
hire her. She feels she must act now to control the 
damage.

Does Viola have any problem in responding truth-
fully to these posts?

Applicable Rules
While Model Rule 1.6 requires lawyers to keep client 
confidences, it does not require lawyers to remain 
silent in the face of all criticism. Rule 1.6(b)(5) per-
mits a lawyer to “reveal information relating to the 
representation of a client to the extent the lawyer 
reasonably believes necessary ... to respond to alle-
gations in any proceeding concerning the lawyer’s 
representation of the client.” Comment 10 to Rule 
1.6 states that a lawyer need not await a formal pro-
ceeding before responding.

At the same time, the black-letter rule of 1.6(c) man-
dates that a lawyer “shall make reasonable efforts to 
prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure 
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of, or unauthorized access to, information relating 
to the representation of a client,” and Comment 19 
cautions that, “when transmitting a communication 
that includes information relating to the represen-
tation of a client, the lawyer must take reasonable 
precautions to prevent the information from com-
ing into the hands of unintended recipients.”

ABA Formal Opinion 496 deals squarely with 
this issue, stating that a “negative online review,  
alone, does not meet the requirements of permis-
sible disclosure in self-defense under Model Rule 
1.6(b)(5) and, even if it did, an online response that 
discloses information relating to a client’s represen-
tation or that would lead to discovery of confidential 
information would exceed any disclosure permitted 
under the Rule.”63

While Opinion 496 cites a number of state ethics 
opinions to support its conclusion and refers to state 
proceedings disciplining or sanctioning lawyers for 
online responses, it contains no easy solution and, 
instead, suggests four alternatives for attorneys 
who are the subject of negative online reviews: 

• Don’t respond; 

• Request the website or search engine to delete 
the post; 

• Post an invitation to contact the lawyer “pri-
vately to resolve the matter”; or 

• Indicate “that professional considerations pre-
clude a response.”64 

Each of these options contains its own set of issues. 
A lawyer who does not respond may be seen as 
admitting the allegations. A lawyer who asks a 
search engine to delete a post may find that obtain-
ing such relief is either nigh-impossible or will take 
such a long time as to be ineffective in countering 
adverse reputational damage. Asking the poster 
to contact the lawyer privately does not resolve 
anything if the poster doesn’t respond and creates 
additional problems if third parties (not the poster) 
then contact the lawyer “privately.” The lawyerly 
“I can’t respond because of professional consid-
erations” may be seen as a legalistic dodge. And 

further problems arise if the poster is not the client, 
as ABA Opinion 496 notes.

THE TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED HOME OFFICE

The Hypothetical
Yves frequently works remotely from his home 
office in a state where he is licensed to practice. He 
likes not having to commute to the office and being 
able to work around his family’s schedule.

His home office is fully equipped with a desktop 
docking system, two large screens, an adjustable 
desk, a ring light to illuminate his face during Zoom 
calls, and a smart speaker his family uses daily. Yves 
enjoys listening to music while he works, calling 
up songs through the smart speaker. During bor-
ing Zoom calls, Yves opens up a second window on 
his computer and plays online games and interacts 
with others via the games’ chat feature.

Does any of this pose an ethical problem for Yves?

This hypothetical raises three different issues: the 
use of a home computer, the privacy of a home 
office, and the use of smart speakers. 

Use of a Home Computer
Lawyers should utilize caution when using a com-
puter that is not supplied and maintained by the 
law firm, because placing client information and 
confidential information on a private computer can 
impair privileges. Even if the lawyer uses a firm-
supplied computer, care must be exercised in how 
the lawyer virtually connects to the office. The ABA 
recommends that, to “protect confidential informa-
tion from unauthorized access, lawyers should be 
diligent in installing any security-related updates 
and using strong passwords, antivirus software, and 
encryption. When connecting over Wi-Fi, lawyers 
should ensure that the routers are secure and should 
consider using virtual private networks (VPNs).”65

Home Office Privacy
Some lawyers have the luxury of being able to 
establish a secure area of their home where they 
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can work uninterrupted behind a closed door. Oth-
ers are not as fortunate and may have to find work-
space at the dining room table, on the couch, or 
(during good weather) outside on a patio visible to 
others and subject to others overhearing their con-
versations. Anytime a third party can eavesdrop on 
an attorney-client conversation, there is a potential 
risk that the attorney has breached the duty of con-
fidentiality under Model Rule 1.6. The duty to make 
reasonable efforts to safeguard confidential infor-
mation includes a “non-exhaustive list of factors” 
that consist of a verbatim quotation from Comment 
18 to Model Rule 1.6.66 

Smart Speakers
Regardless of the type of smart speaker Yves uses 
(such as Amazon Echo, Google Nest, Apple Home-
Pod, or Sonos), these speakers never stop listen-
ing.67 The New York Times reported that software 
in some Android games have the ability to listen to 
what is going on in the room.68 Smart speakers can 
be hacked to continuously record conversations.69 
Even if not hacked, smart speakers often activate 
as many as 19 times a day when they mistakenly 
hear the “wake word,” and when that happens, the 
recordings can last from 20 to 43 seconds, exposing 
confidential communications.70 Those voice record-
ings are stored in the cloud and can be retrieved. For 
example, Amazon says it allows users to review their 
voice recordings.71 If these recordings are preserved, 
that means that third parties (Amazon employees, 
contractors, or others) may listen to them. Further, it 
has been reported that Amazon has “been known to 
hold onto smart speaker data even after it has been 
“deleted.”72 

If a smart speaker is mistakenly awakened during 
a Zoom call, everyone’s voice on that call might be 
recorded, and, if so, biometric voice recognition can 
identify each person, because each voice is unique, 
like a fingerprint.73 Of course, this same problem 
arises with smart phones containing a “wake word” 
activation feature.

While one might think “wake words” are so distinc-
tive that this problem seldom happens, research 

shows that devices can be activated by similarly 
sounding terms. For example, the Google Home 
Mini, activated by “Hey Google,” can mistakenly 
respond to words rhyming with “Hey” “followed 
by something beginning with the letter ‘G,’ or 
even something that contains ‘ol’ such as ‘cold.’ 
The researchers discovered that ‘I can spare’ and ‘I 
don’t like the cold’ both set off Google’s device.”74 
Similar problems exist with Apple’s HomePod and 
Amazon’s Alexa. This field of technology continues 
to evolve, as evidenced by Amazon’s recent patent 
application that would allow Amazon devices to “lis-
ten” for the “wake word” at the end of a sentence, 
rather than at the beginning, leading to recordings 
that are lengthier and that will encompass more 
information.75

If a smart speaker records even part of a conver-
sation, not only is confidentiality impaired,76 but 
attorney-client privileges may be lost. Additionally, 
recording a conversation without all parties’ con-
sent can violate some state laws, although “federal 
law and a majority of states require consent of only 
one party.”77

It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe all of 
the ABA Formal Opinions on technology,78 but one 
opinion directly relates to smart speakers and home 
offices. ABA Formal Opinion 498 states that lawyers 
“should disable the listening capability of devices or 
services such as smart speakers, virtual assistants, 
and other listening-enabled devices while commu-
nicating about client matters. Otherwise, the lawyer 
is exposing the client’s and other sensitive informa-
tion to unnecessary and unauthorized third parties 
and increasing the risk of hacking.”79 Because the 
smart phones use the same features as smart speak-
ers, the rationale of the opinion seems to apply to 
smart phones. Does this mean that if a lawyer has 
two phones and is discussing confidential infor-
mation on one of them, the lawyer must turn off 
the other phone so that it does not accidentally 
“awaken” and listen to the conversation?
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CONCLUSION
Technology is wonderful, and each new iteration makes 
it easier to use, easier to “connect” all parts of our lives, 
and easier to access whatever we need, whenever we 
need it. Technology, however, can also ease us into ethi-
cal traps from which we may find it difficult to extract 
ourselves once ensnared. 
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